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Description

[0001] This specification relates to hydraulically pow-
ered actuators which are suited to making automated
adjustments of leakage restricting devices in centrifugal
pumps and more specifically the invention relates to a
centrifugal pump according to the preamble of claim 1.

Background

[0002] Adjustment mechanisms for sealing arrange-
ments and side liners in centrifugal pumps in the past
have mainly been directed to providing a manual means
of adjustment (manual wrenches, hydraulic wrenches,
impact wrenches, etc.).
[0003] The use of high reduction ratio gearboxes for
automated adjustment has been attempted, but it was
found that the large size requirement needed for such
gearboxes, in order to provide adequate torque in large
centrifugal pumps, made them unwieldy and impractical
for this purpose.
[0004] DE 23 46 251 discloses an air powered torque
wrench.
[0005] US 2009/180866 discloses a centrifugal pump
according to the preamble of claim 1, comprising a self-
monitoring adjustment system for the pump.

Summary of the Disclosure

[0006] According to the invention there is provided a
centrifugal pump including at least one hydraulically pow-
ered rotary actuator, for adjusting the gap distance be-
tween a side liner and an impeller of the centrifugal pump,
the hydraulically powered rotary actuator including: a hy-
draulic linear actuator which is moveable in both direc-
tions between a retracted position and an extended po-
sition; a clutch device which is operable between an en-
gaged condition and a disengaged condition; and a rotary
output member; wherein the linear actuator is coupled to
the rotary output member by way of the clutch.
[0007] In certain embodiments, the clutch is hydrauli-
cally operated.
[0008] In certain embodiments, the clutch device in-
cludes an arm and the linear actuator is pivotally attached
to the arm.
[0009] In certain embodiments, the clutch device in-
cludes at least two clutch discs which frictionally engage
with one another.
[0010] In certain embodiments, the at least two clutch
discs engage at regions about their peripheries which
are tapered.
[0011] In certain embodiments, the clutch device op-
erates by mechanical interengagement of clutch parts.
[0012] In certain embodiments, the clutch parts inter-
engage by way of a series of projections.
[0013] In an unclaimed aspect there is provided a
method of operating an actuator as used in the centrifugal
pump, the method including the sequential steps of: op-

erating the clutch device to the engaged condition; and
moving the linear actuator.
[0014] In certain embodiments, a number of like actu-
ators are operated simultaneously.
[0015] In certain embodiments, the centrifugal pump
includes two or more actuators which are in accordance
with the first aspect.
[0016] In certain embodiments, like hydraulic inputs of
different actuators are plumbed to a common hydraulic
control valve.
[0017] In certain embodiments, the at least one actu-
ator is mounted to a suction cover of the pump, and the
actuator does not extend outwardly beyond a periphery
of the suction cover.
[0018] In an unclaimed aspect, there is provided a sys-
tem for adjusting the gap distance between a side liner
and an impeller of a centrifugal pump, the system com-
prising at least one rotary actuator as used in the centrif-
ugal pump according to the invention.
[0019] In an unclaimed aspect, there is provided a
method of retrofitting an actuator to a centrifugal pump,
wherein the actuator is as used in the centrifugal pump
according to the invention, so as to allow a method of
operation.
[0020] In a second aspect, the centrifugal pump com-
prises a control system for controlling the at least one
actuator of the centrifugal pump, the control system in-
cluding: at least one hydraulic control valve; and at least
one sensor; wherein the control system is arranged to
operate the at least one hydraulic control valve based on
the output of the at least one sensor to adjust the gap
distance between a side liner and the impeller of the
pump.
[0021] Other aspects, features, and advantages will
become apparent from the following detailed description
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying draw-
ings, which are a part of this disclosure and which illus-
trate, by way of example, the invention disclosed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0022] Embodiments will now be described, by way of
example only, with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which:

Figure 1 is an illustration of a prior art approach to
making automated adjustments of a side liner of a
centrifugal pump;

Figure 2 is an elevation view of a centrifugal pump
fitted with four hydraulic rotary actuators in accord-
ance with the present disclosure;

Figure 3 is a perspective view of the outer casing of
the pump of Figure 2;

Figure 4 is a cross sectional view of the pump casing
of Figure 3;
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Figure 5 is an elevation view of one of the rotary
actuators of Figure 2;

Figure 6 is a perspective view of the rotary actuator
of Figure 5;

Figure 7 is a cross sectional view of the rotary actu-
ator of Figure 5

Figure 8 is an exploded view of the rotary actuator
of Figure 5;

Figure 9 is an exploded view of another embodiment
of a rotary actuator;

Figure 10 is a perspective view of an alternative em-
bodiment of a rotary actuator attached to a pump;

Figure 11 is a cross sectional view of the rotary ac-
tuator of figure 10;

Figure 12 shows the rotary actuator of figure 10 in
the disengaged condition; and

Figure 13 shows the rotary actuator of figure 10 in
the engaged condition.

Detailed Description

[0023] One approach known in the prior art for provid-
ing automated adjustment of leakage restricting devices
in centrifugal pumps is by way of electrically powered
high reduction gearboxes and stepper motors, as de-
scribed in published international patent application
WO2009/091575 to Weir Slurry Group, Inc.
[0024] Referring to Figure 1, a figure from
WO2009/091575 is shown for ease of reference. Figure
1 illustrates an automatic adjustment system 10 installed
in a centrifugal pump 12. The pump 12 generally com-
prises a pump casing 14 having a fluid inlet 16 and a fluid
outlet 18 for the respective ingress and discharge of fluid
and/or slurry materials via the pump 12. The pump 12
further includes a drive mechanism 20 for driving the ro-
tating elements of the pump, and the drive mechanism
20 is positioned through a bearing assembly 22, to which
the pump casing 14 is secured in known manner.
[0025] The automatic adjustment system 10 is gener-
ally comprised of at least one sensor or detection mech-
anism 30 (of which a plurality of various sensor or detec-
tion mechanisms are shown for illustrative purposes),
and a plurality of adjustment devices 32 which are posi-
tioned to encircle the fluid inlet 16 region of the pump 12.
In this prior art example, each of the adjustment devices
32 comprises an electrically powered stepper motor cou-
pled to a high reduction gearbox which is in turn coupled
to the head of an adjustment bolt of the leakage control
mechanism of the pump 12. In this prior art example, the
adjustment bolts that are driven by the reduction gear-

boxes are known as "pusher bolts", which adjust the
clearance distance between the side liner (also known
as a ’throatbush’) and the impeller of the pump 12. As is
well known in the art, a regular adjustment of clearance
between throatbush and impeller is desirable to maintain
optimum slurry pump operation, and can be conducted
whilst the slurry pump is in operational mode.
[0026] Embodiments described below principally differ
from the arrangements described in WO2009/091575
because of the provision of a new type of actuator for
driving the adjustment bolts which control the clearance
between the side liner and the impeller.
[0027] Referring to Figure 2, a slurry pump 212 is
shown including an outer casing 214 to which are at-
tached a series of four hydraulically powered actuators
280.
[0028] Referring to Figure 3, the front half outer casing
214 is shown detached from the pump.
[0029] Referring to Figure 4, the outer casing 214 is
comprised of a cover plate 216 and a suction cover 215.
The side liner (or throatbush) 264 of the pump is seated
at a reinforcing plate 266 in the form of an annular disc.
Each actuator 280 controls rotation of a threaded pusher
bolt 186 which sits within a threaded hole in the suction
cover 215. Rotation of the pusher bolts 186 effects a lat-
eral adjustment of the position of the side liner 264 with
respect to the pump impeller (not shown).
[0030] The side liner 264 is a wear part which is re-
quired to be replaced from time to time. To replace the
side liner 264 the suction cover 215 is removed from the
cover plate 216. The actuators 280 have a very compact
size. It is of note that the outer surface of the flange 299
of the pump casing 214 stands proud of the actuator 280.
If the suction cover 215 of the pump 212 is ever removed
for purposes of maintenance or repair, then it can be laid
on its side to rest on the flange 299 and the actuators
280 are protected from physical damage by the flange
299.
[0031] In addition, it is also of note that the actuators
280 do not extend beyond the outer periphery of the suc-
tion cover 215, as indicated by reference numeral 298.
If the suction cover 215 of the pump 212 is ever removed
for purposes of maintenance or repair, then it can rest
upright on its peripheral edge 298, and the actuators 280
are protected from physical damage.
[0032] With the actuators protected from damage it
means that the actuators 280 do not need to be removed
from the suction cover 215 during maintenance opera-
tions, which reduces pump downtime.
[0033] Referring to Figures 5 and 6, the actuator 280
includes a hydraulic linear actuator in the form of dual
acting hydraulic ram 282 which is operable by application
of pressurised hydraulic fluid to either one of its two fluid
ports, the ram 282 in use arranged to move between a
retracted position as shown in Figure 5 and an extended
position. In use, the free end 283 of the ram 282 is affixed
to the pump casing 214 by way of a bolt. The other end
of ram 282 is pivotally attached to an arm 285 of a clutch
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assembly 284 by way of pivot point 286. The clutch as-
sembly 284 includes a hydraulically operated cylinder
290 which controls engagement of the clutch as will be
described. In Figure 6, a pusher bolt 186 is illustrated for
ease of understanding, although such pusher bolts 186
do not themselves form part of the actuator.
[0034] Referring to Figures 7 and 8, the arm 285 is
comprised of upper and lower arm members in the form
of webs 285a and 285b which pivotally connect to the
hydraulic ram 282. The clutch assembly 284 includes an
upper cover 292 to which is mounted the hydraulic cyl-
inder 290. The upper cover 292 is bolted to a lower clutch
disc 294. An upper clutch disc 295 sits in the space inside
the upper cover 292 and the lower clutch disc 294. The
actuator 280 further includes a rotary output member in
the form of an output dog 297. A central clutch disc 296
is formed by the upper region of the rotary output dog
297. The output dog 297 further includes an elongate
hexagonal recess 298 which accommodates the head of
a pusher bolt 186. The output dog 297 drives the pusher
bolt 186 either clockwise or anticlockwise which results
in lateral movement of the head of the bolt 186 with re-
spect to the pump casing 214. This lateral movement is
accommodated by the elongate recess 298.
[0035] Activation of the hydraulic cylinder 290 controls
operation of the clutch mechanism. When pressurised
fluid is applied to the cylinder 290 the piston 290a pushes
against the upper clutch disc 295; at the same time the
hydraulic cylinder 290 causes a pulling of the lower clutch
disc 294 because it is mounted to the upper cover 292
which is in turn mounted to the lower clutch disc 294.
This movement has the effect of clamping the central
clutch disc 296 between the upper 295 and lower 294
clutch discs, thus generating a mechanical join in the
region around the periphery of the central disc where the
plates meet due to the friction between the contact sur-
faces of the three clutch discs 294, 295, 296. The fric-
tional engagement surfaces of the discs 294, 295, 296
are tapered to increase the frictional force and thus the
torque capacity of the device. The dual acting cylinder
282 provides the twisting force to generate the required
torque to turn the clutch device which is connected to the
pusher bolt 186.
[0036] A supply of pressurised hydraulic fluid can be
provided to the hydraulic cylinder(s) 290 and ram 282 by
a nearby hydraulic pump and electronic valve control ar-
rangement which may be mounted to the pump or oth-
erwise mounted nearby to the pump. Such pump and
valve arrangements are known in the art of hydraulic ma-
chinery.
[0037] The actuator 280 operates either in a clockwise
or an anticlockwise direction by way of specific sequenc-
es of activation of both the hydraulic ram 282 and the
cylinder 290 to make incremental rotational adjustments
to the pusher bolt 186 as follows:

Clockwise rotation - to turn bolt in

[0038]

1 Verify that cylinder 290 is deactivated - clutch dis-
engaged
2 Move ram 282 to retracted position
3 Activate cylinder 290 - clutch engaged
4 Activate ram 282 to move to extended position

Anticlockwise rotation - to turn bolt out

[0039]

1 Verify that cylinder 290 is deactivated - clutch dis-
engaged
2 Move ram 282 to extended position
3 Activate cylinder 290 - clutch engaged
4 Activate ram 282 to move to retracted position

[0040] In each incremental adjustment the ram 282 ro-
tates the clutch assembly 284 and pusher bolt 186 by an
amount which is dictated by the length of the stroke of
the ram 282 and the distance from the centre of pivot
point 286 to the axis of rotation of the output dog 297.
[0041] In the case of the arrangement of four actuators
280 shown in Figure 2, the hydraulic control system can
be conveniently configured so that like fluid ports of each
actuator 280 are plumbed to a common pressure supply
line. In this way a single control valve can be used to
simultaneously control an operation of all four actuators.
For example, the cylinders 290 may all be activated si-
multaneously, and with equal pressure. Similarly, for the
rams 282, these can be activated to extend simultane-
ously or retract simultaneously by operation of another
control valve in the form of a 4/3 crossover valve that
changes the direction of the fluid. In this way, all of the
operations of all of the rotary actuators fitted to a pump
can be controlled with only two control valves. This pro-
vides an elegant way of ensuring that all pusher bolts
182 of a pump are adjusted by equal amounts and at the
same time.
[0042] The adjustments to the pusher bolts 186 are
performed step by step as the actuator turns the pusher
bolt a fraction of a turn at a time, which adjusts the leakage
restricting device a fraction of millimetre, and allowing
the control system to know with precision the actual po-
sition of the leakage restricting device by the number of
adjustment steps carried out.
[0043] Some pumps may require more than four hy-
draulic device according to the amount of pusher bolts
supporting the leakage restricting device. In high pres-
sure pumps, as many as 14 pusher bolts may be required
to support the leakage restricting device, therefore un-
derlining the importance of the actuator 280 to be com-
pact.
[0044] Referring to Figure 9, an alternative embodi-
ment of actuator 280a is shown in exploded view. This
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embodiment differs from the previously described em-
bodiment principally in the provision of slots 296a about
the periphery of the central clutch disc. The slots 296a
on the friction face increase grip and remove contami-
nants (grease, rust).
[0045] In some embodiments the friction faces can be
coated to increase friction.
[0046] In the embodiments described above, the ram
282 and the cylinder 290 are commercially available com-
ponents. The remaining parts of the actuator can be fab-
ricated from mild steel.
[0047] A hydraulic clutch device of type 280a was as-
sembled, fitting an M48 bolt to effect adjustment. A high
tonnage hydraulic cylinder was used to apply compres-
sion on said bolt to simulate the pushing force exerted
by the leakage restricting device in a centrifugal pump.
When powered by the hydraulic system, the clutch was
able to deliver approximately 6000 Nm of torque before
any slippage of the clutch was detected. This torque is
about twice the maximum torque expected for the pump
size the device was designed for. The clutch was ob-
served to keep turning the pusher bolt with almost no
backlash.
[0048] Referring to figure 10, another embodiment of
an actuator 380 is shown in association with pump outer
casing 214. This embodiment of actuator 380 can be
used in place of actuator 280. Whereas actuator 280 used
a frictionally engaging clutch mechanism, actuator 380
uses a dog clutch type arrangement with mechanical in-
terengagement between clutch parts.
[0049] Referring to figure 11, actuator 380 includes an
output dog 397 which engages with the head of a pusher
bolt 186 in the same manner as actuator 280. A hydraulic
actuator 390 is coupled to output dog 392 by way of collar
392. Operation of actuator 390 controls engagement and
disengagement of the clutch mechanism of actuator 390.
[0050] Referring to figure 12, output dog 397 includes
a series out outwardly directed projections 381. Arm 385
is connected to a sleeve 384 which surrounds the output
dog 397 and includes a series of castellated projections
382 which are selectively engageable with projections
381 depending upon the state of hydraulic cylinder 390.
The projections 381, 382 form a dog clutch type mech-
anism. The projections 382 are chamfered to facilitate
alignment of the dog clutch. In figure 12 the cylinder 390
is in the retracted position and the clutch mechanism is
disengaged.
[0051] Referring to figure 13, the cylinder 390 has been
activated to move to the extended condition. This in turn
has caused upwards movement of the collar 392 which
has moved together with output dog 397 to cause inter-
engagement of projections 381 and 382. The clutch
mechanism of the actuator 380 is now engaged.
[0052] Referring again to figure 10, linear actuating
ram 382 is pivotally mounted to arm 385 to impart rota-
tional movement to sleeve 384. By performing the same
sequence of operations as described for actuator 280 by
activating and deactivating ram 382 and cylinder 390 the

pusher bolt 186 held captive in actuator 380 can be pro-
gressively incrementally rotated either clockwise or an-
ticlockwise to control the leakage restricting device of the
pump. Unlike actuator 280, the clutch device of actuator
380 does not rely on friction between clutch plates. There-
fore, the hydraulic cylinder 390 need not exert as much
force as the cylinder 290 of actuator 280 and so a cylinder
of reduced capacity and size can be used. In other em-
bodiments not according to the invention, the hydraulic
cylinder may be replaced by other types of actuators such
as an electric or pneumatic actuator.
[0053] The output dog 397 of actuator 380 has a hex-
agonal formation 399 on its outer end. This allows the
output dog to be manually adjusted by using a wrench
or similar tool to directly drive the output dog 397 and
thus rotate the captive pusher bolt 186. Of course, the
clutch mechanism of actuator 380 would need to be put
in the disengaged condition before manual rotation of
output dog by way of hexagonal formation 399 could be
carried out. Otherwise the rotation of the output dog 397
would be hampered by the linear ram 382.
[0054] It can be seen that embodiments of the actua-
tors have at least one of the following advantages:

• High torque capability (many times higher than high
reduction ratio gear boxes of the same size)

• Compact design
• Pusher bolts can be turned any number of turns in

two directions of adjustment (clockwise and anti-
clockwise)

• Simple control (adjustment is step by step and at a
fixed fraction of millimetre at a time)

• High synchronisation when a plurality of hydraulic
actuators are used on a single pump (several devic-
es can be connected in parallel allowing the adjust-
ment of all pusher bolts at the same time and by the
exactly same amount per adjustment step)

[0055] The embodiment shown in figures 10 to 13 has
the following particular advantages:

•- Smaller and lighter, delivering higher output torque
as the torque capability is limited by the capacity of
the hydraulic ram and not by the capacity of the
clutch.
•- 100% synchronisation between multiple devices
as circular pitch is fixed and not dependent on man-
ufacturing tolerances.
•- Actuator will not rotate if its torque capacity is ex-
ceeded, so overload condition is easy to detect, while
a friction clutch may slip without warning.
•- In case of system failure, the leakage restricting
device can be manually adjusted without removing
the clutch from the outer casing.
•- Clutch can remain engaged between adjustment
campaigns to avoid loosening of pusher bolts due to
vibration.
•- Dog clutch torque capacity is not affected by oil,
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grease, etc.
•- Hydraulic system and mechanical components are
less stressed since working pressure only depends
on adjustment torque requirement. Friction clutch
needs to be operated at a high pressure to ensure
good engagement.

[0056] In the foregoing description of preferred embod-
iments, specific terminology has been resorted to for the
sake of clarity. However, the invention is not intended to
be limited to the specific terms so selected, and it is to
be understood that each specific term includes all tech-
nical equivalents which operate in a similar manner to
accomplish a similar technical purpose. Terms such as
"front" and "rear", "inner" and "outer", "above", "below",
"upper" and "lower" and the like are used as words of
convenience to provide reference points and are not to
be construed as limiting terms.
[0057] In this specification, the word "comprising" is to
be understood in its "open" sense, that is, in the sense
of "including", and thus not limited to its "closed" sense,
that is the sense of "consisting only of’. A corresponding
meaning is to be attributed to the corresponding
words "comprise", "comprised" and "comprises" where
they appear.
[0058] In addition, the foregoing describes only some
embodiments of the invention(s), and alterations, modi-
fications, additions and/or changes can be made thereto
without departing from the scope and of the disclosed
embodiments, the embodiments being illustrative and
not restrictive.
[0059] Furthermore, the invention has been described
in connection with what are presently considered to be
the most practical and preferred embodiments, it is to be
understood that the invention is not to be limited to the
disclosed embodiments, but on the contrary, is intended
to cover various modifications and equivalent arrange-
ments included within the scope of the invention as de-
fined by the claims. Also, the various embodiments de-
scribed above may be implemented in conjunction with
other embodiments, e.g., aspects of one embodiment
may be combined with aspects of another embodiment
to realize yet other embodiments. Further, each inde-
pendent feature or component of any given assembly
may constitute an additional embodiment.

Claims

1. A centrifugal pump (212) including at least one hy-
draulically powered rotary actuator (280, 280a, or
380), for adjusting the gap distance between a side
liner (264) and an impeller of the centrifugal pump
(212),
characterized in that
the hydraulically powered rotary actuator (280, 280a,
or 380) includes:

a hydraulic linear actuator (282, 390), which is
moveable in both directions
between a retracted position and an extended
position;
a clutch device (284), which is operable between
an engaged condition and a disengaged condi-
tion; and
a rotary output member (297 or 397);
wherein the linear actuator (282, 390) is coupled
to the rotary output member (297 or 397) by way
of the clutch device (284).

2. A centrifugal pump according to claim 1, wherein the
clutch device (284) is moved between the engaged
condition and the disengaged condition by hydraulic
power.

3. A centrifugal pump according to either of claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein the clutch device
(284) includes an arm (285, 385) and the linear ac-
tuator (282, 390) is pivotally attached to the arm (285,
385).

4. A centrifugal pump according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the clutch device (284) in-
cludes at least two clutch discs (294, 295, 296, 296a)
which frictionally engage with one another.

5. A centrifugal pump according to claim 4, wherein the
at least two clutch discs (294, 295, 296, 296a) en-
gage at regions about their peripheries which are
tapered.

6. A centrifugal pump according to any one of claims 1
to 3 wherein the clutch device (284) operates by me-
chanical interengagement of clutch parts.

7. A centrifugal pump according to claim 6 wherein the
parts interengage by way of a series of projections
(381, 382).

8. A centrifugal pump (212) according to any preceding
claim, comprising two or more rotary actuators (280,
280a, or 380) and wherein like hydraulic inputs of
different actuators (280, 280a, or 380) are plumbed
to a common hydraulic control valve.

9. A centrifugal pump (212) according to any preceding
claim, wherein the at least one actuator (280, 280a,
or 380) is mounted to a suction cover (215) of the
pump (212), and the actuator (280, 280a, or 380)
does not extend outwardly beyond a periphery of the
suction cover (215).

10. A centrifugal pump (212) according to any preceding
claim, comprising a control system for controlling the
at least one actuator (280, 280a, or 380) of the cen-
trifugal pump (212), the control system including: at
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least one hydraulic control valve; and at least one
sensor; wherein the control system is arranged to
operate the at least one hydraulic control valve
based on the output of the at least one sensor to
adjust the gap distance between a side liner (264)
and the impeller of the pump (212).

Patentansprüche

1. Kreiselpumpe (212) mit mindestens einem hydrau-
lisch angetriebenen Drehantrieb (280, 280a oder
380) zum Einstellen des Abstands zwischen einer
Seitenauskleidung (264) und einem Laufrad der
Kreiselpumpe (212),
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der hydraulisch
angetriebene Drehantrieb (280, 280a oder 380) Fol-
gendes beinhaltet:

einen hydraulischen Linearstellantrieb (282,
390), der in beide Richtungen zwischen einer
zurückgefahrenen Position und einer ausgefah-
renen Position beweglich ist;
eine Kupplungsvorrichtung (284), die zwischen
einem eingerückten Zustand und einem ausge-
rückten Zustand betätigt werden kann; und
ein Drehabgabeelement (297 oder 397);
wobei der Linearstellantrieb (282, 390) mit dem
Drehabgabeelement (297 oder 397) über die
Kupplungsvorrichtung (284) gekoppelt ist.

2. Kreiselpumpe nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Kupp-
lungsvorrichtung (284) zwischen dem eingerückten
Zustand und dem ausgerückten Zustand durch Hy-
draulikleistung bewegt wird.

3. Kreiselpumpe nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
wobei die Kupplungsvorrichtung (284) einen Arm
(285, 385) beinhaltet und der Linearstellantrieb (282,
390) schwenkbar an dem Arm (285, 385) befestigt
ist.

4. Kreiselpumpe nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei die Kupplungsvorrichtung (284) min-
destens zwei Kupplungsscheiben (294, 295, 296,
296a) beinhaltet, die reibungsmäßig miteinander in
Eingriff sind.

5. Kreiselpumpe nach Anspruch 4, wobei die mindes-
tens zwei Kupplungsscheiben (294, 295, 296, 296a)
an Bereichen um ihre Peripherien im Eingriff sind,
die sich verjüngen.

6. Kreiselpumpe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3,
wobei die Kupplungsvorrichtung (284) durch mecha-
nisches Ineinandergreifen von Kupplungsteilen be-
trieben wird.

7. Kreiselpumpe nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Teile mit-
hilfe einer Reihe von Vorsprüngen (381, 382) inein-
andergreifen.

8. Kreiselpumpe (212) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, die zwei oder mehr Drehantriebe
(280, 280a oder 380) umfasst und wobei gleichartige
hydraulische Eingänge verschiedener Stellantriebe
(280, 280a oder 380) mit einem gemeinsamen hy-
draulischen Steuerventil verrohrt sind.

9. Kreiselpumpe (212) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei der mindestens eine Stellan-
trieb (280, 280a oder 380) an einer Saugabdeckung
(215) der Pumpe (212) angebracht ist und der Stel-
lantrieb (280, 280a oder 380) sich nicht nach außen
über eine Peripherie der Saugabdeckung (215) hin-
aus erstreckt.

10. Kreiselpumpe (212) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, umfassend ein Steuersystem zum
Steuern des wenigstens einen Stellantriebs (280,
280a oder 380) der Kreiselpumpe (212), wobei das
Steuersystem Folgendes beinhaltet:
mindestens ein hydraulisches Steuerventil und min-
destens einen Sensor, wobei das Steuersystem so
angeordnet ist, dass es das mindestens eine hydrau-
lische Steuerventil auf Basis des Ausgangs des min-
destens einen Sensors betreibt, um den Abstand
zwischen einer Seitenauskleidung (264) und dem
Laufrad der Pumpe (212) anzupassen.

Revendications

1. Pompe centrifuge (212) comprenant au moins un
actionneur rotatif à énergie hydraulique (280, 280a
ou 380), pour le réglage de la distance d’écart entre
un revêtement latéral (264) et une roue de la pompe
centrifuge (212),
caractérisée en ce que l’actionneur rotatif à énergie
hydraulique (280, 280a ou 380) comprend :

un actionneur linéaire hydraulique (282, 390) qui
est mobile dans les deux directions entre une
position rétractée et une position étendue ;
un dispositif de transmission (284) qui est utili-
sable entre une condition engagée et une con-
dition désengagée ; et
un élément de sortie rotatif (297 ou 397) ;
dans lequel l’actionneur linéaire (282, 390) est
couplé à l’élément de sortie rotatif (297 ou 397)
au moyen du dispositif de transmission (284).

2. Pompe centrifuge selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle le dispositif de transmission (284) est déplacé
entre la condition engagée et la condition désenga-
gée par énergie hydraulique.
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3. Pompe centrifuge selon l’une quelconque de la re-
vendication 1 ou la revendication 2, dans laquelle le
dispositif de transmission (284) comprend un bras
(285, 385) et l’actionneur linéaire (282, 390) est fixé
de manière pivotante au bras (285, 385).

4. Pompe centrifuge selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications précédentes, dans laquelle le dispositif de
transmission (284) comprend au moins deux dis-
ques de transmission (294, 295, 296, 296a) s’enga-
gent par friction l’un avec l’autre.

5. Pompe centrifuge-selon la revendication 4, dans le-
quel les au moins deux disques de transmission
(294, 295, 296, 296a) s’engagent dans des régions
autour de leurs périphéries qui sont effilées.

6. Pompe centrifuge selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 3, dans laquelle le dispositif de trans-
mission (284) fonctionne par interengagement mé-
canique des pièces de transmission.

7. Pompe centrifuge selon la revendication 6, dans la-
quelle les pièces interagissent au moyen d’une série
de projections (381, 382).

8. Pompe centrifuge (212) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, comprenant deux ou
plusieurs actionneurs rotatifs (280, 280a ou 380) et
dans lesquels les entrées hydrauliques de différents
actionneurs (280, 280a ou 380) sont raccordées à
une vanne de commande hydraulique commune.

9. Pompe centrifuge (212) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans laquelle l’au
moins un actionneur (280, 280a ou 380) est monté
sur un couvercle d’aspiration (215) de la pompe
(212), et l’actionneur (280, 280a ou 380) ne s’étend
pas à l’extérieur d’une périphérie du couvercle d’as-
piration (215).

10. Pompe centrifuge (212) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, comprenant un systè-
me de commande pour le contrôle de l’au moins un
actionneur (280, 280a ou 380) de la pompe centri-
fuge (212), le système de commande comprenant :
au moins une vanne de commande hydraulique ; et
au moins un capteur, dans lequel le système de com-
mande est agencé pour actionner l’au moins une
vanne de commande hydraulique sur base de la sor-
tie de l’au moins un capteur pour ajuster la distance
d’écart entre un revêtement latéral (264) et la roue
de la pompe (212).
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